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CoffeeScript in ActionManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		CoffeeScript in Action is a tutorial that teaches you how, where, and why to use CoffeeScript. It begins by quickly exposing you to CoffeeScript's new, but instantly-familiar syntax. Then, you'll explore programming challenges that illustrate CoffeeScript's unique advantages. Language...
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Practical ClojureApress, 2010

	This book is the first definitive reference for the Clojure language, providing both an introduction to functional programming in general and a more specific introduction to Clojure’s features. This book demonstrates the use of the language through examples, including features such as STM and immutability, which may be new to...
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Effective Java (2nd Edition) (The Java Series)Prentice Hall, 2008
Are you looking for a deeper understanding of the Java™ programming language so that you can write code that is clearer, more correct, more robust, and more reusable? Look no further! Effective Java™, Second Edition, brings together seventy-eight indispensable programmer’s rules of thumb:...
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Rails for PHP Developers (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
As a PHP developer, you have some great tools for developing web applications. Ruby on Rails is another key tool to add to your web development toolbox. Rails is a high-level web development framework that emphasizes high productivity and clean code. However, the Ruby language and Rails framework take a different approach from the way many PHP...
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C++ Gotchas: Avoiding Common Problems in Coding and DesignAddison Wesley, 2002
"This may well be the best C++ book I have ever read. I was  surprised by the amount I learned."-Matthew Wilson, Development Consultant,  Synesis Software

C++ Gotchas is the professional  programmer's guide to avoiding and correcting ninety-nine of the most...
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Google Web Toolkit Solutions: More Cool & Useful StuffPrentice Hall, 2007
Google Web Toolkit (GWT) is an open source Java development framework for building Ajax-enabled web applications. Instead of the hodgepodge of technologies that developers typically use for Ajax–JavaScript, HTML, CSS, and XMLHttpRequest–GWT lets developers implement rich client applications with pure Java, using...
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Python Essential Reference (4th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2009
Python Essential Reference is the definitive reference guide to the Python programming language — the one authoritative handbook that reliably untangles and explains both the core Python language and the most essential parts of the Python library.


Designed for the professional programmer, the book...
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Python Pocket Reference (Pocket Reference)O'Reilly, 2014

	
		Updated for both Python 3.4 and 2.7, this convenient pocket guide is the perfect on-the-job quick reference. You’ll find concise, need-to-know information on Python types and statements, special method names, built-in functions and exceptions, commonly used standard library modules, and other prominent Python tools. The handy...
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Metaprogramming Ruby 2: Program Like the Ruby Pros (Facets of Ruby)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	Write powerful Ruby code that is easy to maintain and change. With metaprogramming, you can produce elegant, clean, and beautiful programs. Once the domain of expert Rubyists, metaprogramming is now accessible to programmers of all levels. This thoroughly revised and updated second edition of the bestselling Metaprogramming Ruby...
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Python Programming: An Introduction to Computer ScienceFranklin Beedle & Associates, 2010

	
		This is the second edition of John Zelle's Python Programming, updated for Python 3. This book is designed to be used as the primary textbook in a college-level first course in computing. It takes a fairly traditional approach, emphasizing problem solving, design, and programming as the core skills of computer science. However,...
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The Definitive Guide to Grails, Second Edition (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2009
The rise of Ruby on Rails has signified a huge shift in how we build web applications today; it is a fantastic framework with a growing community. There is, however, space for another such framework that integrates seamlessly with Java. Thousands of companies have invested in Java, and these same companies are losing out on the benefits of a...
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If Hemingway Wrote JavaScriptNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		What if William Shakespeare were asked to generate the Fibonacci series or Jane Austen had to write a factorial program? In If Hemingway Wrote JavaScript, author Angus Croll imagines short JavaScript programs as written by famous wordsmiths. The result is a peculiar and charming combination of prose, poetry, and...
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